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R o b e r t S p i n d l e r
The whole history of the European Western film is divided into three parts, the first of which are the German Karl May film adaptations, the second the Italo-Westerns proper, and the third the Italian Western parodies. While all the films that come under these categories have coincidental parallels in their portrayals of heterosexual love, the focus of this chapter will be the Karl May film adaptations. Karl May (1842 May ( -1912 , a German author of adventure novels predominantly set in the American West, is deemed the most widely read German author. 1 When film production mogul Horst Wendlandt adapted May's Treasure of Silver Lake for film in 1962, he met the demand of traumatized postwar Germany 2 and spawned one of the most successful German film series to date. Sixteen films were to follow until 1968, ten of which Westerns, and while their faithfulness to the literary originals would gradually diminish, 3 the success formula of May's novels would always be kept up: a white Westerner of German nationality or descent ("Old Shatterhand," "Old Firehand," or "Old Surehand," nicknamed so for their fighting or shooting skills) teams up with Apache chief Winnetou to fight injustice throughout the West in a Native American-European alliance. Side characters may be involved in a secondary love plot, and even title characters may happen to enjoy brief liaisons. However, the focal point of the action is the male-male relationship. Male-female love relationships involving one of the title characters are never consummated. While this is not much of a surprise in films generically belonging to the evermasculine Western, there are reasons for these phenomena that must be sought outside the influence of the American Western, and instead in the independent cultural history of Europe.
The work of Karl May and its peculiarities have had a tremendous cultural influence in the German-speaking world that is often unknown of or underestimated outside Europe. Many generations of German youths have closely associated the myth of the American frontier with the characters of May's adventure novels, first and foremost Apache chief Winnetou and "Teutonic warrior," Old Shatterhand. 4 Hans argues that May's Native Americans are the first a German is confronted with, and, despite the outrageous historical inaccuracies in their portrayals, better known than any other fictional or historical Native American personality.
5 For the German audience, the omnipotent adventurer Old Shatterhand and the noble savage Winston have become the cowboy-Indian couple per se, while their obvious literary models, Leather stocking and Chingachgook (which strongly influenced May 6 ), and similar precursors to May's characters never caught on in a comparable manner.
7 Although repetitive, the May stories, which are typically set in uncivilized territory, follow a formula that grants a maximum reading experience for young readers. Fast-paced sequences of action and violence interchange with the embarrassing adventures of comedic side characters, lessons on survival in the West, and "ethnological information" about Native Americans. All of these are supported by Christian preaching of morality, by which the author continuously reinforces his mission of peace between Native Americans and Whites. Winnetou and Old Shatterhand turn up wherever this peace is endangered and combat injustice, whichever side commits it.
8
What is missing in most of May's novels, however, are significant female characters, and, consequently, romantic love plots. In her revealing study on May's literary characters, Oel-Willenborg suggests three predominant categories of female characters that are to be found (only marginally, of course) in the "America" stories:
9 the innocent victims, the lovers of bad guys, and the sluttish Latinas-all portrayed in a very consistent, black-and-white manner. Interestingly, those of the most positive first category occasionally have masculine features about them; they are sometimes mistaken for men, or dress or behave like them (by sitting in the saddle male fashion, for example). The occasional lovers of the bad guys are voluptuous and feminine,
